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Dedicated to the transport sector, our range of LED and TFT displays is adapted to all environments to provide passengers with real-time information as they are travelling around on public transport.

Designed to withstand all environmental constraints, they can be installed both indoors and outdoors (IP55, vandal-resistant aluminium casing).

All of our displays feature optimum lighting and a wide viewing angle to ensure the best levels of information, while optimising low levels of energy consumption.

Our experience in the world of transport means we can offer you high-quality equipment that is easy to maintain.

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT

BUS

Bus stops represent some of the toughest environments: isolated stops, vandalism, weather conditions, etc. Our displays can overcome these challenges thanks to their security and alarm system, which makes it possible to effectively monitor each screen.

TRAM STATION

Alongside the bus, the tram is the public transport of city centres. Whether LED or TFT, our displays fit seamlessly into stations as well as intermodal hubs, and enable a high level of information to be displayed.

METRO PLATFORM & STATION

Metro networks are major hubs, and stations need to convey a positive and modern image of the network. Our simply and elegantly designed range fits seamlessly into these environments and is designed to be easily maintainable.

TRAIN STATION

Train stations are organised around several functional spaces, in which users need to get information and easy identification of the network’s transport offer. Our wide range of displays, from the giant LED board to TFT platform screens, allows to give the best level of information in the right place, at the right time.
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A FULL RANGE TO COVER ALL NEEDS:

- 5 models of TFT displays with LED backlighting, from 42" to 65", 16:9 and 32:9 formats
- 5 models of LED displays, available in monocolour (white and amber), 3 to 10 lines of information and up to 37 characters per line

To meet your specific needs, our experience means we can offer you tailor-made solutions (TTS ‘Text to Speech’ module, wide temperature range, higher IP protection, industrial CPU).

OUR CUSTOMERS

Santiago de Chile, Chile
- Informing passengers on the metro’s new line 6
- 300 TFT displays and 40 touchscreen totems

The Haramain High-Speed Railway, Saudi Arabia
- Tailor-made project for the Middle East’s first high-speed railway
- 400 LED and TFT displays for platforms and concourses

Toulouse, France
- Designing the most easily maintainable information displays as they are installed above the entrance stairs
- 100 LED displays for the entrances of the metro